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Virtually all of the familiar interventions that increase the
strength of the heart produce their effects by increasing the
amount of calcium released with each action potential. These
interventions include increasing the extracellular calcium
concentration or the frequency of stimulation, paired pulse
stimulation, cardiac glycosides, , adrenergic agonists, and
phosphodiesterase inhibitors.'-S

Cardiac muscle contracts when an action potential causes
calcium to be released into the cytoplasm from stores in the
sarcoplasmic reticulum. This calcium then binds to troponin
C on the contractile proteins, initiating a conformational
change that allows the interaction of actin and myosin, the
splitting of ATP, and the generation of force.6 There is a
relation between the amount of calcium released into the
cytoplasm and the force generated: below a certain threshold
concentration of calcium no force is produced, but as the
calcium concentration rises the force increases rather steeply
until finally it reaches saturation and no additional force can
be obtained by increasing the calcium further. In recent years
this relation has been studied in living cardiac muscle by using
calcium indicators such as the photoprotein aequorin.
The use of the positive inotropic agents mentioned above

can cause problems, however, as they all tend to cause
arrhythmias.' "' They do so because if the cytoplasmic calcium
is increased much beyond the point at which force saturates,
the sarcoplasmic reticulum (which usually stores calcium)
becomes unstable and permits spontaneous release of calcium
into the cytoplasm." This can trigger arrhythmogenic
membrane currents.'4' In addition, these inotropic agents
increase the oxygen requirements of the myocardium owing
both to the greater force production and to the extra energy
required for pumping high systolic calcium concentrations
back down to the diastolic level.'6 17

If the relation between calcium and force was unique there
would be no way to influence the force of contraction other
than by altering the systolic cytoplasmic calcium concentra-
tion. But this is not the case. Studies with both intact cardiac
muscle and isolated contractile proteins ("skinned" cardiac
muscle) have shown that the calcium sensitivity of the
contractile proteins may be altered.'8 Calcium binding to
troponin C is essential in the generation of force, and if this is
altered the amount of force generated at a given concentration
of calcium in the cytoplasm will also be affected. So if the
affinity of troponin C for calcium is increased more calcium
will be bound and hence more force generated for a given
amount of cytoplasmic calcium; in other words, the genera-

tion of force has been sensitised to calcium. Conversely, if
the affinity of troponin C for calcium is reduced then
densensitisation occurs and less force is generated at a given
calcium concentration.

Several ways have been found to alter the calcium sensi-
tivity of the contractile proteins. It is decreased by a reduction
in intracellular pH,20 an increase in intracellular phosphate,2'
and anything that increases the intracellular content of cyclic
AMP, such as i stimulation or phosphodiesterase inhibition.
An increase in cyclic AMP produces desensitisation by
causing the phosphorylation of part of the troponin molecule
(troponin J),22 which affects the ability of troponin C to bind
calcium. One of the main consequences of cardiac hypoxia
or ischaemia is to reduce the intracellular pH23 owing to
increased lactic acid production from anaerobic glycolysis24
and increase the intracellular phosphate concentration (owing
to the breakdown of creatine phosphate in an attempt to
maintain ATP concentrations25). Desensitisation has been
seen in isolated cardiac tissue exposed to both hypoxia262 and
ischaemia.28 Thus there is good reason to expect that diseased
myocardium may be desensitised, and agents that increase its
sensitivity to calcium may be expected to be beneficial.
Calcium sensitivity may be increased in several ways.

Most of the increase of force that occurs when cardiac muscle
is stretched-and hence much of the Frank Starling effect-
arises because of increased calcium sensitivity caused by
stretch.29 "' In addition, ut stimulation," phosphorylation
of the myosin light chain,32 and several imidazoles that
occur naturally in the heart in considerable quantities" may
increase calcium sensitivity, although the parts played by
these mechanisms in normal physiology and pathological
processes are undetermined.

Considerable efforts have recently been made to find new
pharmacological agents to increase calcium sensitivity and
thus to increase the strength of the heart. Such agents would
have the advantage that maximum force would be reached at
lower calcium concentrations, thus reducing both the likeli-
hood of arrhythmias and the energy necessary for calcium
cycling within the cell. They would also, however, have a
potential disadvantage: because force is generated at a lower
threshold calcium concentration than previously relaxation
might be slowed. The first agents found with calcium
sensitising activity included caffeine," sulmazole,'5 and pimo-
bendan,36 and several others have followed-for example,
DPI 201-106,'3 isomazole,' and adibendan.39 All of these
substances have phosphodiesterase inhibiting activity in
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addition to calcium sensitising properties. EMD 53998 seems
to be the first compound in which calcium sensitising
properties predominate.40 4'
Of these compounds, pimobendan has currently progres-

sed the furthest in clinical trials. Because it has both calcium
sensitising and phosphodiesterase inhibiting activities it
increases systolic calcium concentrations, though the increase
is much less than occurs, for example, with 6 stimulation.42
Comparisons of energy requirements with pimobendan and
with 6 stimulation indicate that pimobendan performs more
favourably, causing little or no increase in energy utilisation. 17
It also has beneficial inotropic effects in patients with cardiac
failure, including an improvement in New York Heart
Association functional class, increased cardiac and stroke
volume indices, increased exercise capacity, and decreased
right atrial pressure and catecholamine concentrations, and
all this with few side effects.43 Furthermore, these results were
maintained after one month of treatment.43 Left ventricular
relaxation rate was actually improved by the drug.'

In conclusion, then, calcium sensitivity is now known to be
an important factor in modulating the contractile force of the
heart. Sensitivity might be expected to be depressed in the
diseased myocardium, and this makes it likely that calcium
sensitisers will prove to be beneficial inotropic agents. Com-
pared with conventional agents calcium sensitisers would be
expected to cause fewer arrhythmias and increase energy
requirements less for a given inotropic effect. In the next few
years such drugs seem likely to become of clinical importance
as a new class of positive inotropic agents.
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Surgery and salmonella
Complications require prompt diagnosis
and treatment

Salmonella infections have become all too familiar to the
general public in recent years, but they are not perceived as
illnesses that may require surgery. Nevertheless, surgical
complications do occur-though fortunately they are rare.
Human infection from different species of salmonella is
usually seen in one of three forms: typhoid fever; enteritis-
the most common form of salmonella disease; and extra-
intestinal focal infections such as cholecystitis.

Typically, typhoid fever presents with a stepladder rise of
fever; bacteraemia is followed finally by localisation of
Salmonella typhi in Peyer's patches, which become ulcerated
in the long axis of the bowel. Two main complications-
haemorrhage and perforation-may be encountered in the
third week of the illness. Frank haemorrhage calls for blood
transfusion and heralds the possibility of perforation. Tiny
perforations' may occur in the antimesenteric border of the
terminal ileum,2 3 though in a 10th of cases the perforations
occur in the caecum.
Typhoid perforation is a grave complication requiring

prompt diagnosis, early resuscitation, and operative manage-
ment-but the choice of surgical management is contro-
versial.4 The bowel close to the perforation will hold sutures,5
and simple closure67 or excision of the Peyer's patch and
closures have both been advocated.' The defect should be
closed in a transverse direction to avoid narrowing of the
bowel. Nevertheless, the rate of reoperation for leaks has been
reported as a worrying 15%,' and resection of the bowel may
be preferable, especially in the presence of multiple perfora-
tions.4 Right hemicolectomy is justified in cases of caecal
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